
K y ok u sh i n  Be l t  Co lo u rs
This information on Kyokushin Belt colours has been either paraphrased from Shihan
Cameron Quinn's book the Budo Karate of Mas Oyama, derived from the personal
experience of Sensei Shaharin Yussof and can be found on the following web site
http://www.australiankyokushin.com/belts-meaning.htm or taken from West Island Karate
Quebec Canada Website http://www.westislandkarate.com/beltcolours.html with some
editing by Sensei Jenny Fuller.

White
White belt (Shiro Obi) is the symbol of purity, at least in the English and Japanese based
cultures. The new white belt student might be described as pure, being completely ignorant
of the requirements of the art. The purity is lost as soon as the first exercise is performed in
the dojo. The pristine colour is gone forever through sweat and dust, and the journey through
the colour spectrum begins. There is no shame in being a white belt and the instructor, more
than the others, is aware of this because he or she too was one once.

In the Honbu dojo in Japan, while under Mas Oyama, the tradition was that uchi-deshi (live-
in or full-time students) wear white belts would shave their heads as a sign of their
dedication. The third year uchi-deshi, newly graduated blackbelts, also did this to indicate
humility, symbolising the return to the spirit of a beginner

Red — Stability
Red Belt (Aka Obi) in the run-up to and throughout the red belt training, you develop the very
basics of karate. You unlearn any ideas you had about how to fight, and you learn about
your body. (Anyone who has been through this stage will tell you that this is where they
learnt their body had muscles where they didn't even know they had places!) It is here too
that you begin to develop a sense of balance and coordination between the various body
parts, with an emphasis on stance

Blue — Fluidity and Adaptability
Blue Belt (Mizu-iro Obi) while the red belt aspects of training must be continued, now the
karetaka begins to work on the upper body, strength, flexibility, and coordination. It is here
that you learn to overcome the urge to "Take it easy", and if successful, training becomes a
pleasure. The student begins to feel the benefits of training with an increased sense of well-
being, a bigger bounce in ones step, and overall better fitness.

Here the karateka must start taking control of mind and body. This might take the form of not
showing the pain of being hit during sparring, not showing exhaustion during training, not
wiping the drop of sweat of one’s nose because one hasn't yet been told to, not yawning
despite extreme tiredness etc...
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Yellow — Assertion
Yellow Belt (Ki-iro Obi) here you learn to focus your power, by concentrating it on the hara
(the general area of the lower abdomen) or even the tanden (the single point in the lower
abdomen that more or less is located at the centre of gravity of the body). Fortunately for
most of us, this point is just behind where we tie the knot of our belts.

This is the first level where training begins to concentrate the psychological aspects of
training, with an emphasis on mind-body coordination. It is here that the karateka must begin
to develop both power and speed when performing techniques. The yellow belt is the last of
the “raw beginner’s” belts and the karateka begins to take control of his or her life, body, and
environment.

Green — Emotion and Sensitivity
Green belt (midori obi) marks the first of the advanced levels. It is similar to starting again
from the beginning as everything changes and the seriousness of karate becomes evident.
The comfort level changes as well because a green belt starts to train with advanced belts
far superior in knowledge and experience.

The green belt to be learns to accept others for what they are, being aware that in relation to
all things there is always more to it than meets the eye. Thus becoming more considerate of
others and in doing so their personality becomes more balanced. The green belt learns that
power without wisdom and compassion is destructive, dangerous and callous.

For the person attempting to achieve a green belt excellence in all basic techniques, basic
movement patterns and required kata should be achieved. The green belt to be learns to
combine technique, speed and strength, developed through hard training, to work on the
power aspect of karate. Kyokushin is power karate. The green belt should be able to
demonstrate this power. Whilst the more subtle aspects of karate are developed, the green
belt learns sensitivity and timing; they must learn to feel the opponents’ intentions and
balance not anticipate. Actions become reflective not premeditated. A technique happens
naturally without thought. The green belt glimpses the state of mind known as zanshin,
where the body acts perfectly without conscious effort.

Brown — Practical and Creative
Brown belt (Cha Obi) is the point at which students begin to create their own techniques and
combinations. They start to “find” themselves and come into their own. Through imitation and
the copying of techniques and mannerisms from higher belts, the experience and personality
of the karate-ka begins to emerge.

By now one should be very strong and very comfortable in the execution of all techniques,
whilst continuing to strive to achieve higher levels of skill. In sparring the ability to control a
junior opponent through timing, distance, control and sensitivity should be highly developed;
with a higher rank they should posses the courage to fight with strength and confidence.



In preparation for their black belt the brown belt takes on more responsibility in the dojo.
They instruct a class with authority and are able to express clearly the various physical &
psychological concepts, and the spiritual potential of karate-do.

Creativity is at its most productive the brown belt easily develops technical variations of their
own, based on the psycho-physical foundations of karate as well as their own propensities.

The brown belt’s attitude should experience healthy growth like no other level. The junior
students should feel that they can trust the brown belt and the brown belt should respect that
trust through honesty, integrity and loyalty.

The brown belt is practical in all areas of life, and is cultured in their outlook. They have
arrived at the last of the junior grades and it is now preparation time for the realm of the
yudansha, or black belt, where one’s consciousness is permanently changed. The brown
belt must brace themselves with brave heart and a will of iron, and have faith in the beauty of
the unknown that lies ahead.

Black Belt – Achievement
Black belt (Kuro Obi) often one associates achieving a black belt with making it and the end
of the journey, whilst achieving a black belt is the pinnacle in ones karate career, for those
who have achieved this grade they will attest that it is a great achievement; however it is
really the beginning.

The grade of Shodan translates to beginner’s grade; you now have learnt the basics to allow
you to practise karate. In no means do I make light of this achievement as sometimes in the
quest to achieve this grade you can be unsure of what lies ahead. Then you realise how little
you know and this is really the true beginning.

Shodan can be referred to as a state of being, and the beginning of another journey. As it
does not just end here, there is so much more to learn, achieve and grow.  I do not wish to
put you off but with many journeys in personal achievement / development the end is not
always clear, as one is always striving to achieve more and better themselves.

Many students start this journey. Not so many achieve the grade of shodan and even fewer
go further. This can be for many reasons. Personally when I achieved this grade I did not
know what was expected once I got there, I was still the same person but for a few aches
and pains from the grading, I was very fit from the preparation and it wasn’t until much later
that I realised I had missed the point. One should think of achieving their black belt as the
beginning not the end as the personal growth and satisfaction that comes after is far more
rewarding and than anything you have experienced previously in your karate, then when you
become a teacher the satisfaction of watching your students improve and grow that feeling
of satisfaction if further intensified.

A white belt represents purity and innocence and is not a colour. The black belt is the
nearest representative of the spirit of the karate-ka. It is the colourless colour, black is the
colour that takes all colours to form it has absorbed all of your belt colours along the way
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forming this spirit. From here the black belt assumes the motto of “everyone is my teacher”.
This is probably one of the hardest aspects to grasp as there are a lot of people practising
karate wearing black belts who do not understand this concept.

The black belt then has a further ten levels as outlined below:

Dan
Grade

Colour
(Chakra)

Level Propensity Element Energetic
Channel

Judan Violet
Absorption

above & within
all levels

Universal,
Love, Oneness

Beyond the
elements

Conscious,
Infinite

Expansion

Kyudan Indigo Spiritual Compassion,
Understanding Void Interiorisation

Hachidan
Nanadan Sky Blue Spiritual

Intellectual
Experience,
Attunement Wind / Air Perfect

Relaxation

Rokudan
Godan

Yellow /
Blue Intellectual Awareness Fire Body/Mind

Coordination

Sandan
Yondan Yellow Intellectual

Physical Timing, speed Water Focused
Relaxation

Shodan
Nidan Red Physical Fitness, Power Earth Muscle &

Joints


